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Organized networks are an alternative to the social media logic ofweak links and their secretive economy of data mining. They put anend to freestyle friends, seeking forms of empowerment beyond thebrief moment of joyful networking. This speculative manual calls fornothing less than social technologies based on enduring time.Analysing contemporary practices of organisation through networksas new institutional forms, organised networks provide an alternativeto political parties, trade unions, NGOs and traditional socialmovements. Dominant social media deliver remarkably little toadvance decision-making within digital communication infrastructures.The world cries for action, not likes.

Geert Lovink, Ned Rossiter, Organisation after social media, 2018



Documentation of art events
• Event invitation, description• Event discussion, related links• Event photos
• all this is mostly on social network systems, they catchwhat disappears



Institutional Archival Systems
Development from monolithic and isolated to modular and interoperableFrom standard-based archival description to limited curation toolsFocused on fixed established media

Open research fields: critical editionscollaborative research environmentspersonal curation



• Sabine Himmelsbach (Director, Haus der Elektronischen Künste Basel)
From closed to open institutions : ... documentation plays a fundamental role in conveying the significant properties of a workand helping capture its stages and versions so that preservation decisions can be based on a firm understanding of the work,its functionality and its context.Given the fluid characteristics of net-based and networked art, researcher Annet Dekker argues for a more speculative andprocess-driven preservation and speaks of “authentic alliances” (2018). “By emphasizing ‘alliances’ I want to uncover the coreof net art, which is not always immediately visible, and address its implications. […] What determines net art as authentic isfound in relation to alliances. […] Net art is a process, where different properties of the work, authorship, and time are inalliance with each other. This doesn’t mean that questions about material, author, and time are irrelevant, but there is a shiftof focus to questions relating to ownership, authorship and copyright.” (2016).I agree with her argument, that for a conservator—and also for other museum staff involved in preservation of works—thismeans “becoming part of a network of care in which a collaborative approach is important to comprehend the complexities ofnetworked art.” Conservation thus “is less about conserving materials and more about the preservation of social informationand relations” (ibid.).

• Howard Besser (NYU Tisch School of the Arts)
Aggregating all the photos and home movies of the digital diaspora is hugely more meaningful than single photoOne tweet says very little, but thousands of tweets can show trends or depict a particular event or day

• Oliver Grau (Danube University Krems)
Documenting Media Art: the Implementation of Social Web 2.0 FeaturesFor the Archive of Digital Art (ADA), the first collective scholarly archive in art and media studies, documentation and accessare not understood as static concepts, but as a process that integrates a continuous exchange between users, artists andexperts. An archive with an open access policy that provides users with an active role and supports accessibility is more likelyto be a lasting as well as an up-to-date resource. An essential aspect of the Interactive Archive and Meta-Thesaurus for MediaArt Research (AT.MAR) was thus to transfer the ADA into a Web 2.0 environment and open it on the one hand on the ‘retrieval-side’ by making the data available and easier to share for users and, on the other hand, on the ‘archivist side’ by allowingcontributions of diverse individuals in order to facilitate a collaborative and more balanced preservation practice.



Welcome to LURK, we host, facilitate and archive discussions around net- and computationalculture and politics, proto- and post-free culture practices, (experimental) (sound) (new media)(software) art, and things like that…• We’re volunteer run and wish to:• give the opportunity for individuals, groups and collectives working on net- andcomputational culture to have a presence outside of corporate silos, surveillance capitalismand closed facebook groups;• offer a place where discussions and resources on self-hosting and alternative networkinfrastructures can exist outside of libertarian and pepe discourses;• provide ourselves with something high-quality to procrastinate with, share good memes andeat pop-corn;• etc.



collaborative document editing, moving image storage- corporate cloud platforms- free software, low power(open) hardware



ARTISTS DO NOT USE CORPORATEPLATFORMS
Because of surveillance, social injustice, democracy damaging, hate speech, enormousenergy consumption, proprietary centralisation on Facebook, Google, Amazon, Microsoft...

postMEDIADISSENT:





Community Archives
Small organisation, volunteer/artist-runNon-industry digital-born artworksPersonal digital archivingArt movements historyMarginalized (art) communitiesrhizomatic archivessupport networks



Manifold: annotations in Digital HumanitiesDebates



... about underrepresented on platforms



Varia Rotterdam is a space for developing collective approaches to everyday technology.
Feminist: Networks of One’s Ownrefers to Virginia Woolf’s classicessay A Room of One’s Own whichmakes the case for a womanneeding a space to herself towrite. Networks Of Ones Owntakes this text as an inspirationto rethink digital intimacy,dependencies and relations innetworked practices. It wants tore-imagine how technical workand content work grow together,and radically questions the waytools and practices are shapingcollaborative content and vice versa.

















legal

social / private curation channels

• Research and education (library) licence• Analyse and comparative study (knowledge is not copyrighted, just expression ofknowledge)• Data mining, collection in the state of acquisition (primary selection, extractmetadata, copyright assignment)• Fair usegoal of the organisation: coop providing public free knowledge? gallery businessselling artworks?

• Collection enrichment, contextualisation• Storytelling: finding threads in existing content, personalselection, sources management, prototyping







Federated decentralized protocols

ActivityPub: Twitter-like
Diaspora
Zot: Nomadic identity
• You have the right to a permanent internet identity which is not associated with what server you arecurrently using and cannot be taken away from you by anybody, ever. (Mike Macgirvin, Zot creator).
• Speak another protocols
• Channels cloning: multiple locations, node shutdown resiliency
• Finetune channel permissions



aggregate: Follow Wordpress blogs



multidisciplinarycontext / commentsfrom anywherefrom federateduniverse (or privatelink shared tocertain group)



efficient(hardware, code, data)

sometimes offline /solar powered
run your own /know your admin
green providers / ethical


